1. **AMPLIFIED PHONE**
   - For mild, moderate, or severe hearing loss, TIA-4953 certified
   - Amplifies up to 53 dB
   - Ringer volume up to 100dB
   - Amplifies outgoing speech to 15 dB
   - TIA-1083 compliant for hearing aid compatibility
   - Programmable speed dials
   - Voice assist talking keypad
   - Speaker phone and tone control options

2. **AMPLIFIED PHONE with Bluetooth®**
   - For mild, moderate, or severe hearing loss
   - Amplifies up to 50 dB
   - Works with home phone service and/or cellphone service
   - Connects to cell phone with Bluetooth®
   - Back-lit keypad

3. **CORDLESS AMPLIFIED PHONE**
   - For mild to moderate hearing loss
   - Amplifies up to 50 dB
   - Ringer volume up to 112dB
   - Back-lit keypad
   - TIA-1083 Compliant for hearing aid compatibility
   - Speaker phone
   - Talking Keypad
   - Tone Control

4. **CORDLESS AMPLIFIED PHONE with Bluetooth®**
   - For mild to moderate hearing loss
   - Amplifies up to 40 dB
   - Ringer volume up to 100dB
   - Speaker phone
   - TIA-1083 compliant for hearing aid compatibility
   - Talking keypad
   - Link to cell phone via Bluetooth®
   - Slow talk mode

5. **CAPTEL PHONE**
   - For moderate to severe hearing loss
   - Captions with adjustable font size, color, and speed
   - Read what callers say, respond with your voice
   - Caller must call toll-free number to connect with captioning
6. INTERNET CAPTIONING PHONE
- For moderate to severe hearing loss
- Captions with adjustable font size, color, and speed
- High-speed internet provides captioning
- Read what callers say, respond with your voice

7. CELL PHONE AMPLIFIER with Bluetooth®
- For severe hearing or speech loss
- Amplifies up to 108 dB SPL
- Connects with Bluetooth® enabled phones
- Combined telephone, TTY, and amplified phone
- Speak and read replies or listen and type replies

8. UNIPHONE
- For severe hearing or speech loss
- Amplifies up to 20dB
- Combined telephone, TTY, and amplified phone
- Speak and read replies or listen and type replies

9. TTY SUPERPRINT
- For deaf and speech-impaired
- Allows two TTY users to call each other directly
- Uses relay to call non-TTY users
- Convenient GA/SK keys

10. LARGE NUMBER PHONE
- For moderate hearing loss and low vision
- Amplifies up to 50 dB
- Ringer volume up to 95 dB
- Voice speaks numbers when pressed
- Extra-large Braille buttons
- Memory dial up to ten numbers
11. **ELECTROLARYNX**
- For people who have lost their Larynx
- Clarifies speech
- Emotion button
- Adjustable volume and pitch
- Easy set modes
- USB Charging

(Not recommended for those who have had a stroke)

12. **HANDS-FREE PHONE**
- For speech and mobility challenges
- One-touch dialing, answering, and memory scanning
- Voice-activated answering
- Missed-call indicator

**Alert Systems**

A. **ALARM CLOCK**
- For moderate to severe hearing loss
- Alerts when phone, doorbell, or alarm clock is going off
- Includes bed shaker and four rechargeable batteries
- 4X high-intensity flash lights

B. **FLASH RECEIVER**
- For severe hearing loss
- Alerts with bright flashes when phone or doorbell rings
- Built-in backup battery
- Uses colored LED lights
i. **CELL PHONE SENSOR**
- For moderate to severe hearing loss
- Activates when a mobile phone screen lights up
- Connects with alarm clock or flash receiver
- Ergonomic grip

ii. **DOORBELL**
- For moderate to severe hearing loss
- Lightweight and durable
- Sends notification to alarm clock or flash receiver
- Wireless

iii. **PAGER RECEIVER**
- For moderate to severe hearing loss
- Wearable lightweight device
- Works with alarm clock or flash receiver
- Allows you to move freely around your home
- Vibrates when activated

*Note: Actual products may vary from pictures.*